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 2 Foreword (History)
There was an idea to use X3D/VRML for virtual multiplayer model railroads.

The Network Sensor (Event Stream Sensor) should be used for this purpose.

This led to the start of a hobby project in year 2009, which is documented at 
http://simulrr.wordpress.com (meanwhile deleted).

Unfortunately, the network sensors of the different Web3D Browsers were implemented in different 
ways. This led to the implementation of adaptors (adaptor pattern), that should hide the differences 
of the diverse MU systems from the rest of the software.

This approach was called "BIMPF"1 (Browser Independent Multi Player Framework) and a 
sourceforge project was started to enable other developers joining the project 
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/simulrr).

The BIMPF approach is described at the project web of the sourceforge project, please refer to 
http://simulrr.sourceforge.net/BIMPF.html (meanwhile deleted).

Step 0033 has proven to be the biggest step of the SrrTrains project. It has been ongoing since 
April 2010 and it was not finished, when the project was stopped on 11-11-11.

The results of the project are still in a status that has to be described as experimental.

The project had assigned "areas of activity"

• Features of the SRR Framework

• X3D Player Support (supporting multiple Web3D Browsers and MU Systems)

• Documentation
---> was kept up to date continuously

• Authoring Support
---> no activity yet

Additional ideas have grown, and hence following items could be considered:

• The API of the base module could be taken as a basis for the definition of a new X3D 
component – SMUOS (Simple Multiuser Online Scenes)

• SMUOS could be tightly related to the network sensor concept

• SMUOS could be accompanied by an IETF-defined communication protocol – C3P 
(Collaborative 3D Profile)

• C3P could be as extensible as SMUOS could be

• SMUOS/C3P could consider the reality as an (N+1)th scene instance (robots, web cams, ......)

1 Bimpf is an Austrian dialect word and means something like "little child", "baby" (but not in a polite way)
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 3 Summary
This paper describes the idea SMUOS and the modes of operation that could be covered by the C3P 
protocol.

Additionally, a Mixed Reality Model Railroad will be described roughly as an example.

I am realizing – and it is herewith clearly stated – that this 
idea would blast the scope of a single-person hobby project.
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 5 Glossary
simple multiuser scene (SMS)

an SMS enables users to collaborate. Users may exchange information as well as emotion 
and they may interact with the scene. Users may enrich the scene with information, based on 
their ideas and creativity or they may be enriched by the scene. Additionally, an SMS may 
enable users to interact with a subset of the reality

personal scene instance (PSI)
a PSI is the first point of interactivity for a user. Technically spoken, it is one instance of a 
Web3D Browser, which interprets a concrete scene graph

server/controller scene instance (SCSI)
the SCSI is a supporting entity, which enables the SMS to interact with reality. Technically 
spoken, it is a scene instance that runs client based server software (CBSS).

client based server software (CBSS)
CBSS is implemented as a part of the SMS (e.g. in the form of X3D "Script" nodes). Each 
network sensor defines a concrete scene instance where the CBSS for this network sensor is 
active

user
a user is a human person, who inhabits a PSI. A human person, who inhabits the reality, but 
who does not inhabit a PSI, is not a user in the sense of SMS. That person would be seen as 
"collateral entity"

connectivity platform (CP)
an entity that connects the scene instances in a star environment

Collaborative 3D Profile (C3P)
the communication protocol(s) between scene instances and CP

session
a session is a relation between a scene instance and the CP. This relation is established, when 
the scene instance is initialized and it ceases to exist, when the scene instance is deleted

multiuser session
the multiuser session is the current collection of all sessions that share their state via the CP. 
Sessions will leave and join the multiuser session dynamically

interface to reality (ITR)
the ITR contains or dynamically creates the model of the reality, which is downloaded to the 
scene instances and the ITR interfaces the multiuser session with the reality via the POIs

WWW server
the WWW server is seen as a part of the ITR. It provides the model of the subset of the 
reality, which can be downloaded via http to the scene instances. The model of the reality 
might be compiled from different parts in more or less sophisticated manners

Point of Interaction/Point of Interest (POI)
a POI is an entity that exists in reality and that can influence reality as well as report 
information about the reality (e.g. a robot, a webcam etc.).
A point of interest delivers read-only data to the multiuser session, where a point of 
interaction can be read and/or written
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 6 The SMUOS Component
The idea is to define an X3D Component "SMUOS (Simple Multiuser Online Scenes)", not unlike 
the DIS component, but based on the network sensor and some IETF-defined protocol between 
client and server (C3P).

The experimental SRR Framework2 could be taken as a basis to define the SMUOS component.

The SRR Framework is split into modules

• a base module3

• zero or more extension modules

The base module cares for basic functionality common to all SMUOSs. The base module should be 
available for all Web3D browsers in a compatible manner.

The base module cares for following items

• support of model/module/frame architecture

• module activity

• static and dynamic modules

• "base class" for SRR objects

• console interface

• tracer

A basic set of "SRR objects"4 should be available for free. Everyone should be able to program his 
own SRR objects, either on open source basis, or based on another licensing strategy.

Every provider of a multiuser framework should be able to implement an extension module for 
SMUOS, providing more functionality (e.g. train manager, car manager, furniture manager, .......).

The main function of extension modules could be the management of (dynamic) models and their 
SRR objects.

SRR objects may need specific extension modules or they may function with the base module alone 
("basic SRR Objects").

All these considerations can be compressed to following layered architecture:

2 The SRR Framework is implemented in the sourceforge project http://sourceforge.net/projects/simulrr, it is currently 
in an unfinished and experimental state, the concepts can be found at 
http://members.chello.at/christoph.valentin/concepts/000_Synopsis.pdf

3 Meanwhile, the base module of the SRR Framework has been replaced by the SMUOS Framework project 
http://smuos.sourceforge.net

4 Meanwhile, the "SRR Objects" were renamed into "MIDAS Objects" – Multiuser Interactivity Driven Animation 
and Simulation Objects
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where SMUOS = Network Sensor + SRR Base Module ( + Basic SRR Objects)

Note: the nomenclature of SRR need not be continued (the terms"SRR", "SRR Object", 
"SrrControl", etc. may cease to exist during definition of the SMUOS component).

X3D/VRML + Network Sensor

SRR Base Module
SRR Controller, Module Coordinator, SRR Object Base, SRR Tracer

Extension Module

Extension SRR Objects

Basic SRR Objects
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 7 Modes of Operation of C3P
Personal scene instances are inhabited by users.

Each user can inhabit more than one personal scene instance and he can additio-

nally inhabit the reality.

The scene instances synchronize each other via the connectivity platform.

C3P connects the connectivity platform with the scene instances, in a star

environment.

   +-------+             http  +--------------+  +-------------------+
   | PSI 4 |<------------------| ITR          |  | The Reality       |
   |       |-------+  +--------| +----------+ |  |                   |
   +-------+       |  |+-------| | WWW-Serv.| |  |                   |
   +-------+       |  || +-----| |          | |  |                   |
   | PSI 5 |<---------+| |+----| +----------+ |  |  +- - POI         |
   |       |------+|   | ||+---|      |       |  |  |                |
   +-------+      ||   | |||   |      | http  |--|- +       + - POI  |
   +-------+      ||   | |||   |      |       |--|- - - - - +        |
   | PSI 6 |<----------+ |||   |      V       |--|- +                |
   |       |-----+||     |||   | +----------+ |  |  |                |
   +-------+     |||     |||   | | SCSI 0   | |  |  +- - POI         |
   +-------+     |||     |||   | |          | |  |                   |
   | PSI 1 |<------------+||   | +----------+ |  |                   |
   |       |----+|||      ||   +--------------+  +-------------------+
   +-------+    ||||      ||          |
   +-------+    ||||      ||          |
   | PSI 2 |<-------------+|          |
   |       |---+||||       |          |
   +-------+   |||||       |          |
   +-------+   |||||       |          |
   | PSI 3 |<--------------+          |
   |       |--+|||||                  |
   +-------+  |||||| N scene inst.    | (N+1)th scene inst.
              ||||||                  |
              |||||| C3P              | C3P
           +-----------------------------+
           | Connectivity Platform       |
           |                             |
           +-----------------------------+ 
Fig. 1 Example of a Multiuser Scene

Legend:

PSI........Personal Scene Instance

SCSI.......Server/Controller Scene Instance

ITR........Interface To Reality

POI........Point of Interest/Point of Interaction

C3P........Collaborative 3D Profile
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 7.1 Virtual/Augmented Reality

 7.1.1 Singleuser VR Mode (w/wo interception of trajectory)

      In SVR mode, a multiuser session consists of one and only one personal

      scene instance, which may have been downloaded from a WWW server.

      The scene instance virtually represents an interactive, animated scene,

      which may be a snapshot representation of a subset of the reality.

      If the user is not restricted to a pure virtual environment (e.g. some

      holo-deck like installation), i.e. if the user inhabits reality, then the

      scene instance may augment this reality.

 7.1.2 Multiuser VR Mode (w/wo interception of trajectories)

      In MVR mode, a multiuser session consists of several or many personal

      scene instances, allowing the users to virtually collaborate in a virtual

      scene, which may have been downloaded from a WWW server.

      The scene instances virtually represent an interactive, animated scene,

      which may be a snapshot representation of a subset of the reality.

      The users are able to communicate with each other, using e.g. chat, voice

      chat, avatar gestures etc.

      If the users are not restricted to pure virtual environments (e.g. some

      holo-deck like installations), i.e. if the users inhabit reality, then the

      scene instances may augment these realities.
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 7.2 Mixed Reality Mode (w/wo interception of trajectories)
      In MR mode, a multiuser session consists of one, several or many personal

      scene instances and a server/controller scene instance, allowing the users

      to collaborate in a scene, which has been downloaded from the WWW server.

      The personal scene instances virtually represent an interactive, animated

      scene, which is a representation of a subset of the reality.

      The server/controller scene instance connects the multiuser session with

      the reality via points of interest/points of interaction. It must be 

      clear that the subset of the reality and the representations of the subset

      of the reality in the scene instances might not be 100% aligned.

      This is due to the fact that not everything (every state, every shape,

      every collateral entity of the subset of the reality, etc.) can be modeled

      in the representation 100% correctly, nor can it be kept synchronous with

      the reality in a 100% correct manner.

      Hence the reality will often be equalized with a model of the reality. The

      model of the reality is downloaded via http from the WWW server.

      

      Points of Interaction are entities, that allow bi-directional data

      exchange between personal scene instances and the reality.

      Points of Interest are entities, that allow uni-directional data exchange

      from the reality to personal scene instances.

      The users are able to communicate with each other, using e.g. chat, voice

      chat, gestures etc.

      

      If the users are not restricted to pure virtual environments (e.g. some

      holo-deck like installations), i.e. if the users inhabit reality, then the

      scene instances may augment these realities.      

      Users, who inhabit reality, may influence the reality directly and hence

      indirectly impact the representation of the reality within the scene. 
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 7.3 Operating Modes of POIs and Views of Users
Each user may have a different view to the scene. It's even possible, that a 
user has more than one view to the scene (this may e.g. happen, when he inhabits 
more than one personal scene instance).

• 3rd person view – such a user will not have the possibility to influence 
the scene, but he can be connected to the sensors of a POI.

• pilot view – such a user has the possibility to influence the reality via 
a POI (he is the pilot of the POI)

• real view – the user inhabits the subset of the reality and can interact 
with the scene without the help of the CP.

Each POI operates in one of the following operating modes at a given time

• AC/DC Modes

• Autonomous Mode/Connected

the POI may be connected to a pilot, but his influence to the POI 
is limited

the sensors of the POI can additionally be connected to 3rd 
person views

• Disconnected Mode

the POI is not connected to the ITR

• Connected Mode

the POI is controlled by a pilot *)

the sensors of the POI can additionally be connected to 3rd person views

*) the connection between POI and pilot should be designed in a way, so that a 
possible outage of the ITR does not influence the controllability of the POI.
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 8 An Example - The MR Model Railroad

 8.1 Hardware

POIs:

• Web Cams

• WebCams in Locomotives (WebCam-View of locomotives)

• Decoupling tracks

• Points

• Regulators

• Control Panel

feed back from reality to virtual reality (via a feed back POI):

• signal state

• state of points

• position and velocity of trains and vehicles

• derailment/enrailment

• state of regulators

• decoupling/coupling

 8.2 Views of the Users

 8.2.1 3rd Person

A 3rd person is able to follow the game from arbitrary positions.

• He can connect to Web Cams (that are POIs)

• He can move through the virtual reality (as a pedestrian, as an automobilist, aeronaut, etc.), 
his avatar, car, flightplane etc. will not be visible in reality, only in virtual reality

• an additional feature: the user is disconnected for some time, when his avatar collides with a 
train

 8.2.2 Shunter (Pilot)

A shunter has the same rights as a 3rd person. Additionally, he can connect to decoupling tracks 
(POIs) and he can switch the points (POIs).

 8.2.3 Engineer (Pilot)

An engineer can connect to a regulator (POI). If he connects to the regulator of a locomotive, he 
will be automatically connected to the WebCam-View of that locomotive.
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 8.2.4 Traffic Controller (Pilot)

A traffic controller can connect to the control panel (POI). Additionally, he has the same rights as a 
shunter and as a 3rd person.

 8.2.5 Real View

The model railroad does not check the real view of a person (a person, who is physically present at 
the site of the MR layout, and who can directly influence the reality).

A person in real view can

• decouple vehicles directly

• switch the points directly

• take access to a regulator

• take access to the control panel

• enrail/derail vehicles/trains
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 9 Outlook
Currently only the "Simulated Railroad Framework" (http://sourceforge.net/projects/simulrr) tries to 
use the BIMPF approach.

The approach could be used as temporary solution for other frameworks, too.

Final solution is envisioned to be according to the SMUOS/C3P concept, as described in this paper.

 10 Appendix – History of SMUOS/C3P
Autumn 2000:
   the acronym DIGITS
      = "Distributed Internet Geographic Information Transmission Service"
2002:
   Submission of DIGITS to the Siemens innovation management
      (many people helped)
Autumn 2004:
   Siemens frees DIGITS
   further collection of ideas
2005 (Einstein's year):
   last idea of DIGITS collected, stop with an "inventory of ideas"
   the story about DIGITS is finished "Zifferngeschichte" (it's in German)
2007:
   my first blog (in German), which is based on the "Zifferngeschichte"
      http://erstersein.wordpress.com
2008: 
   Siemens frees SIMUL-RR (Training for Railway Employees as 3D Game)
   Rollercoaster project (basics of railway kinematics)
January 2009:
   Starting SIMUL-RR (hosted at my first blog)
Spring 2009:
   Renaming: concept = SrrTrains, software = SRR Framework, 
                     use case = do-it-yourself-virtual-multiplayer-model-railroad
   moving SIMUL-RR to new blog:  http://simulrr.wordpress.com (meanwhile deleted)
Autumn 2009:
   Splitting SRR Framework into base module and extension module
March 2010:
   1st LAN Party
   Decision to do a re-design
   Decision to create an "official" sourceforge project for the SRR Framework
      http://simulrr.sourceforge.net
Autumn 2010:
   Partial publication of DIGITS' ideas in the SF project (in German)
      https://simulrr.svn.sourceforge.net/svnroot/simulrr/concepts/src/Digits/
December 2010:
   the acronym SMUOS (Simple Multiuser Online Scenes)
   the acronym C3P (Collaborative 3D Profile)
      http://smuos.wordpress.com (meanwhile deleted)
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January 2011:
   2nd LAN Party
   sourceforge project temporarily halted at
      step 0033.04 (this is the "base module", which should be "buried")
      revision 112 (the number of the European em. call closes the loop)
to be continued (new loops to be opened)

Until 2011-11-11:

   Continuing sourceforge project.

   Decision to "stop" the project and to "bury" the base module
   (if someone "spends a tomb")

Until spring 2013:

   last improvements: web spaces, dynamic modules in SRR Tools, ......

April 20  th  , 2013  :

   sourceforge project now officially "hibernating" and "waiting for SMUOS/C3P"

August 2013:

   very first version of http://smuos.sourceforge.net
   definition of the "holy line" (only hobby usage until professional interest arises)

Christmas 2013:

   replacing the base module of the SRR Framework by the SMUOS Framework

   SRR Framework = SMUOS Framework + Train Manager Extension

April 1  st  , 2014  :

   major changes in the commercial environment

August 2014:

   project finally stopped/finished, blogs simulrr.wordpress.com and smuos.wordpress.com deleted

   final results at:

      http://simulrr.sourceforge.net
      http://smuos.sourceforge.net
      http://members.chello.at/christoph.valentin/concepts/000_Synopsis.pdf

2014 until December 2017

   Hibernation mode, two "inofficial" pre-alpha releases without SrrTools software

2018-03-16

   Project finally "CLOSED" and waiting for "3rd party interest" to be "RE-OPENED"
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